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2.1. Document Types 
2.1.1 Feature Model 
[(*1"&$-1(.):1%(:1=#-/S1=(#)..),(",:(<"-/"S%1("=51#&=( U*1"&$-1=V()*("( %/,1()*("55%/#"&/),=( /,("(:)."/,Q(
Y)-1( =51#/*/#"%%'G( /&(:1=#-/S1=( &21("S=&-"#&/),()*(:)."/,(7,)O%1:31( *-).(:)."/,(1W51-&=Q( +,( &21(!`CY(
.1&2):)%)3'(\ab^G("(*1"&$-1(.):1%(/=(#).5)=1:()*(&O)(5"-&=g(U"V("(3-"52/#"%(2/1-"-#2'()*(*1"&$-1=G(",:(USV("(




















( iFeature_namej(iDD>j(01W&(i@DD>j(iDDJj(Y1=="31=(i@DDJj </Feature_name> 



















  </Relationship>   
  <Allocated_to_subsystem> iDD>j(Y1=="3/,3(i@DD>j </Allocated_to_subsystem> 
 </Feature> 
  <Feature> 
( (( iFeature_namej(iLLhj(K:/&/,3(i@LLhjiDD>j(01W&(i@DD>jiDDJj(Y1=="31=(i@DDJj(
( ( </Feature_name> 








       </Description> 
(( (((iTypej[55%/#"&/),(#"5"S/%/&'i@Typej(
( (((iExistentialjY",:"&)-'i@Existentialj 
    <Allocated_to_subsystem> iDD>j(Y1=="3/,3(i@DD>j </Allocated_to_subsystem> 
       <Composition_rule>  
   iLLlj(-1F$/-1=(i@LLlj(iDD>j(&1W&(i@DD>j(iDD>j(%/S-"-'(i@DD>j(iDD>j(*1"&$-1(i@DD>j(
  </Composition_rule> 
 </Feature> …  
 </Feature_Model>(
Figure 2: Extract of XML representation for feature model 





/=( .",:"&)-'G( )5&/),"%G( )-( "%&1-,"&/<1f( -1%"&/),=2/5=( O/&2( )&21-( *1"&$-1=( U1%1.1,&( iC1%"&/),=2/5j( O/&2(
"&&-/S$&1(type(",:("==)#/"&1:(*1"&$-1=(-15-1=1,&1:(S'(1%1.1,&(iC1%o*1"&$-1jVf(",:(&21(,".1()*("(=$S='=&1.(
&2"&(."'(#),&"/,( &21( *1"&$-1( Ui[%%)#"&1:o&)o=$S='=&1.jVG( /*( ",'Q([=( =2)O,( /,(!/3$-1(JG( &21( #),&1,&=()*(
Feature_nameG( DescriptionG( Issue_and_decisionG( Rel_featureG( ",:( Allocated_to_subsystem 1%1.1,&=( "-1(
."-71:A$5( O/&2( 5"-&A)*A=511#2( XYH( &"3=( UXYH( 9`EA&"3=V( /,:/#"&/,3( &21/-( 3-".."&/#"%( -)%1( /,( &21(





2.1.2 Use Cases 
T1( 5-)5)=1( &)( -15-1=1,&( *$,#&/),"%( -1F$/-1.1,&=( )*( 5-):$#&(.1.S1-=( /,( ,"&$-"%( %",3$"31( "=( $=1A#"=1=G(
S"=1:(),("(<"-/",&()*(&21(&1.5%"&1(5-)5)=1:(/,(\>>^Q(!/3$-1(a(=2)O=(",(1W".5%1()*("($=1(#"=1(*)-(Sending a 
Message *-).( "(.)S/%1( 52),1( *)-( ),1( )*( &21( 5-):$#&(.1.S1-=( U9Y>V( )*( )$-(.)S/%1( 52),1( #"=1( =&$:'(
-15-1=1,&1:(/,()$-(&1.5%"&1Q((
<Use_Case((;=16"=1+4mq;6>q(E'=&1.mqY)S/%192),1q(9-):$#&oY1.S1-mq9Y>q(j(



























Figure 3: Extract of XML representation for Use Cases 
[=(=2)O,(/,(!/3$-1(aG("($=1(#"=1(/=(-15-1=1,&1:(S'(1%1.1,&(Ui;=1o6"=1jV(",:(#),&"/,=g("($,/F$1(/:1,&/*/1-(
UUseCaseIDVG( /,*)-."&/),( "S)$&( &21( 5-):$#&( %/,1( :)."/,( USystemVG( ",:( "( 5-):$#&( .1.S1-( /:1,&/*/1-(
UProduct_Member)Q( +&( 2"=( "%=)( " &/&%1( Ui0/&%1jV; "( S-/1*( &1W&$"%( :1=#-/5&/),( Ui41=#-/5&/),jV; /,*)-."&/),(
"S)$&(&21(%1<1%()*(*$,#&/),"%/&'(&2"&(&21($=1(#"=1(:1=#-/S1=(/,("(='=&1.(UiH1<1%jVf(5-1A(",:(5)=&A#),:/&/),= 
&2"&(.$=&( S1( ="&/=*/1:( S1*)-1( ",:( "*&1-( &21( 1W1#$&/),( )*( &21( $=1( #"=1( -1=51#&/<1%'( Ui9-1#),:/&/),=j( ",:(
i9)=&#),:/&/),=jV; 5-/."-'( ",:( =1#),:"-'( "#&)-= :1=#-/S/,3( &21( $=1-=( )*( &21( $=1( #"=1( Ui9-/."-'o"#&)-j(
",:(iE1#),:"-'o"#&)-=jVf(*%)O()*(1<1,&=(:1,)&/,3(&21(1<1,&=(&2"&(&-/331-(&21($=1(#"=1(",:(&21(=51#/*/#"&/),(
)*(&21(,)-."%(1<1,&=(&2"&()##$-(O/&2/,(/&(Ui!%)Oo)*o1<1,&=jVf(1W#15&/),"%(1<1,&= :1=#-/S/,3(&21(1<1,&=(&2"&(
,)&( "%O"'=( )##$-( O21,( &21( $=1( #"=1( /=( 1W1#$&1:( UiKW#15&/),"%o1<1,&=jV; ",: =$51-)-:/,"&1( ",:(
=$S)-:/,"&1($=1(#"=1=(UiE$51-)-:/,"&1o$=1o#"=1j(",:(iE$S)-:/,"&1o$=1o#"=1jVQ [=(/,(&21(#"=1()*(*1"&$-1(
.):1%G( &21( O)-:=( /,( &21( &1W&$"%( 5"-&=( )*( "( $=1( #"=1( "-1( ",,)&"&1:( O/&2( XYH( 9`EA&"3=( :1,)&/,3( &21/-(
3-".."&/#"%(-)%1=Q(+,(!/3$-1(aG(O1(:)(,)&(-15-1=1,&(&21(XYH(9`EA&"3=Q 
2.1.3 Subsystem Model 
+,(!`CY(\ab^G("(=$S='=&1.(.):1%(/=($=1:("&(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(%1<1%(&)(-15-1=1,&(&21(."/,(*$,#&/),"%(3-)$5=(
)*("(='=&1.(U/,&1-,"%(=$S='=&1.=VG(=$S='=&1.=()$&=/:1(&21(=#)51()*(&21(='=&1.(U1W&1-,"%(=$S='=&1.=VG(",:(
2)O(&21(<"-/)$=(=$S='=&1.=(-1%"&1( &)(1"#2()&21-( /,( &1-.=()*(:"&"(",:(#),&-)%( *%)O=Q( +,()$-("55-)"#2G(O1(
5-)5)=1( &)( -15-1=1,&( =$S='=&1.(.):1%=( "=(",(XYH( &1W&$"%( =51#/*/#"&/),( &1.5%"&1G( "=( =2)O,( /,(!/3$-1(BQ(


























Figure 4: Extract of XML representation for Subsystem Model 
2.1.4 Process Model 
!`CY(\ab^(5-)5)=1=(&)($=1("(3-"52/#"%(:/"3-".(#"%%1:(5-)#1==(.):1%(&)(-15-1=1,&(&21(:',"./#(S12"</)$-(































Figure 5: Extract of XML representation for Process Model 
2.1.5 Module Model 
+,(!`CY(\ab^G( 1"#2(5-)#1==( /,( "(5-)#1==(.):1%( /=( *$-&21-( -1*/,1:( /,&)( "(.):$%1(.):1%( \B?^Q([(.):$%1(
.):1%(-15-1=1,&=("(2/1-"-#2/#"%(=&-$#&$-1()*(&21(<"-/)$=(.):$%1=(#).5)=/,3("(5-)#1==(",:(&21/-(/,&1-"#&/),=Q(












Figure 6: Extract of XML representation for Module Model 
 
2.1.6 Class, Statechart, and Sequence Diagrams(
021(:1=/3,("=51#&=()*(&21(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(/,("(5-):$#&(%/,1(='=&1.("-1(:1=#-/S1:(/,(;YH(#%"==G(=&"&1#2"-&G(




2.2. Traceability Relations 

















K"#2( )*( &21=1( 3-)$5=( #",( "==/=&( =)*&O"-1( :1<1%)5.1,&( *-).( :/**1-1,&( 51-=51#&/<1=Q( !)-( /,=&",#1G(
-1%"&/),=(/,(3-)$5(>("==/=&(O/&2(&21(/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(-1$="S%1(#).5),1,&=f(-1%"&/),=(/,(3-)$5(J(",:(3-)$5(B(
=$55)-&(#).5"-/=),=(S1&O11,( &21(<"-/)$=(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=f( -1%"&/),=( /,(3-)$5(a(",:(3-)$5(c("==/=&(O/&2(
S1&&1-($,:1-=&",:/,3()*(1"#2(5-):$#&(.1.S1-(",:(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(='=&1.(/&=1%*G(-1=51#&/<1%'f(",:(-1%"&/),=(
/,(3-)$5(b("%%)O(*)-(&21(/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(1<)%$&/),("=51#&=(/,("(5-):$#&(.1.S1-Q((





R1 - Satisfiability Relation: +,(&2/=(&'51()*(-1%"&/),G(",(1%1.1,&(1>(satisfies(",(1%1.1,&(1J(/*(1>(.11&=(&21(
1W51#&"&/),(",:(,11:=()*(1JQ(([,(1W".5%1()*(&2/=(-1%"&/),(1W/=&=(S1&O11,(&21(.):$%1(Short Messaging(",:(
&21(*1"&$-1(Text Messages, "=(=2)O,(/,(!/3$-1(_Q 
 
R2 - Dependency Relation: +,( &2/=( &'51( )*( -1%"&/),G( ",( 1%1.1,&( 1>( depends on ",( 1%1.1,&( 1J( /*( &21(
1W/=&1,#1()*(1>(relies on(&21(1W/=&1,#1()*(1JG()-(/*(#2",31=(/,(1J(2"<1(&)(S1(-1*%1#&1:(/,(1>Q([,(1W".5%1()*(




R3 - Overlaps Relation: +,( &2/=( &'51( )*( -1%"&/),G( ",( 1%1.1,&( 1>( overlaps( O/&2( ",( 1%1.1,&( 1J( U",:( ",(
1%1.1,&(1J(overlaps(O/&2(",(1%1.1,&(1>V(/*(1>(",:(1J(-1*1-(&)(#)..),("=51#&=()*("(='=&1.()-(/&=(:)."/,Q(
[=( =2)O,( /,( !/3$-1( _G( ",( 1W".5%1( )*( &2/=( -1%"&/),( 1W/=&=( S1&O11,( )51-"&/),( takePhoto():void( /,( &21(
=1F$1,#1( :/"3-".( ",:( &21( :1=#-/5&/),( )*( $=1( #"=1( ;6B( =/,#1( &2/=( :1=#-/5&/),( #),&"/,=( &21( ,".1( )*( &21(
)51-"&/),(",:(&21(,".1()*(&21(#%"==()*(&21()S81#&()*(&2/=()51-"&/),(/=(/,(&21(=1F$1,#1(:/"3-".Q(
(
R4 - Evolution Relation: +,(&2/=( &'51()*(-1%"&/),G(",(1%1.1,&(1>(evolves( to(",(1%1.1,&(1J(/*(1>(2"=(S11,(




R5 - Implements Relation: +,(&2/=(&'51()*(-1%"&/),G(",(1%1.1,&(1>(implements(",(1%1.1,&(1J(/*(1>(executes(
)-( allows *)-( &21( "#2/1<1.1,&( )*( 1JQ( [=( =2)O,( /,( !/3$-1( _G( 1W".5%1=( )*( &2/=( -1%"&/),( 1W/=&( S1&O11,(
)51-"&/),( takePhoto():void( )*( #%"==(Camera( ",:( $=1( #"=1( ;6a( ",:( )51-"&/),( takePhoto():void( )*( #%"==(
CameraZoom2X(",:($=1(#"=1(;6BG(=/,#1(&21=1()51-"&/),=(1W1#$&1(&21(*$,#&/),"%/&/1=()*(&21=1($=1(#"=1=Q(
(
R6 - Refinement Relation: 02/=(&'51()*(-1%"&/),("==)#/"&1=(1%1.1,&=(/,(:/**1-1,&(%1<1%=()*("S=&-"#&/),=Q([(
-1*/,1.1,&(-1%"&/),(/:1,&/*/1=(2)O(#).5%1W(1%1.1,&=(#",(S1(S-)71,(:)O,(/,&)(#).5),1,&=(",:(=$S='=&1.=G(
)-( 2)O( 1%1.1,&=( #",( S1( =51#/*/1:( /,( .)-1( :1&"/%( S'( )&21-( 1%1.1,&=Q( 02$=G( /,( &2/=( &'51( )*( -1%"&/),G( ",(
1%1.1,&(1>(refines(",(1%1.1,&(1J(O21,(1>(=51#/*/1=(.)-1(:1&"/%=("S)$&(1JQ(+,(!/3$-1(_G(",(1W".5%1()*(&2/=(
-1%"&/),( 1W/=&=( S1&O11,( &21( =$S='=&1.( Messaging( ",:( &21( 5-)#1==( .):1%( P1G( =/,#1( "( 5-)#1==( .):1%(
:1=#-/S1=(&21(S12"</)$-()*("(=$S='=&1.Q(
 
R7 - Containment Relation: +,(&2/=(&'51()*(-1%"&/),G(",(1%1.1,&(1>(contains(",(1%1.1,&(1J(O21,(1>(/=("(
:)#$.1,&G( )-( ",( 1%1.1,&( /,( "( :)#$.1,&G( &2"&( $=1=( ",( 1%1.1,&( 1JG( )-( "( =1&( )*( 1%1.1,&=( *-).( "( :/**1-1,&(
:)#$.1,&Q( +,(!/3$-1(_G(1W".5%1=()*( &2/=( -1%"&/),(1W/=&(S1&O11,($=1(#"=1(;6>(",:( *1"&$-1(Text Messages 
",:( $=1( #"=1( ;6J( ",:( *1"&$-1( Text MessagesG( =/,#1( &21( O)-:=( /,( &21( &/&%1=( )*( &21( $=1( #"=1=( U)-( &21/-(
=',),'.=V("551"-(/,(&21(:1=#-/5&/),()*(&21(*1"&$-1Q((
R8 - Similar Relation: 02/=(&'51()*(-1%"&/),()##$-=(S1&O11,(1%1.1,&=()*(:)#$.1,&=()*(&21(=".1(&'51(*)-(
:/**1-1,&(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=Q(02/=(-1%"&/),("==/=&=(O/&2(&21(/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(#)..),("=51#&=(S1&O11,(<"-/)$=(
5-):$#&(.1.S1-=Q([(similar -1%"&/),(S1&O11,(1%1.1,&=(1>(",:(1J(:151,:=(),( &21(1W/=&1,#1()*("( -1%"&/),(
S1&O11,(1>(",:(",)&21-(1%1.1,&(1a(",:("(-1%"&/),(S1&O11,(1J(",:(1%1.1,&(1aQ(!)-(1W".5%1G("($=1(#"=1($#>(
/=(similar(&)("($=1(#"=1($#J(/*(S)&2($#>(",:($#J(2)%:("(containment -1%"&/),(O/&2("(*1"&$-1(*>Q([,(1W".5%1(
)*( &2/=( -1%"&/),( 1W/=&=( S1&O11,( $=1( #"=1( ;6> USending MessageV( ",:( $=1( #"=1( ;6J( UTransmitting 
MessagesVG( =/,#1( &21-1( "-1( #),&"/,.1,&( -1%"&/),=(S1&O11,(;6>(",:( *1"&$-1(Text Messages( ",:(;6J(",:(
*1"&$-1(Text Messages, "=(=2)O,(/,(!/3$-1(_Q 
(
R9 - Different Relation: 02/=(&'51()*(-1%"&/),("%=)()##$-=(S1&O11,(1%1.1,&=()*(:)#$.1,&=()*(&21(=".1(&'51(





=$S#%"==1=( #>( ",:( #J( )*( &21( =".1( 5"-1,&( #%"==( #G(O21-1( #>( implements( $#>( ",:( #J( implements( $#JQ([,(
1W".5%1( )*( &2/=( -1%"&/),( 1W/=&=( /,( !/3$-1( _( S1&O11,( $=1( #"=1=( ;6a( UTaking PhotoV( ",:( $=1( #"=1( ;6B(




O21,($=/,3("( *1"&$-1AS"=1:()S81#&A)-/1,&1:(.1&2):)%)3'( U=11(E1#&/),(bVQ(`$-(1W51-/1,#1(2"=(=2)O,( &2"&(
&21=1(-1%"&/),=("-1(#).5%1&1(*)-(&21(:)#$.1,&=(",:(=#1,"-/)=(#)<1-1:(/,()$-(O)-7Q([%&2)$32(&21("55-)"#21=(
/,(\b^\ac^\Bd^(2"<1(=$331=&1:()&21-(#%"==/*/#"&/),=(*)-(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(/,(&21(=#)51()*(5-):$#&(%/,1G()$-(




-)O( ",:( #)%$.,()*( &2"&( #1%%Q( +,( &21( &"S%1(O1( :)( ,)&( -15-1=1,&( &21( 1W"#&( 1%1.1,&=( &2"&( "-1( -1%"&1:( /,( &21(
:/**1-1,&(:)#$.1,&=G(S$&(-15-1=1,&(&21(&'51=()*(&21(:)#$.1,&=Q(021(:/-1#&/),()*(&21(-1%"&/),(/=(-15-1=1,&1:(
*-).("(-)O([i](&)("(#)%$.,([j]Q(02$=G("(-1%"&/),(&'51(rel_type(/,("(#1%%([i][j](=/3,/*/1=(&2"&((p[i] is related to 
[j] though rel_typeq(U1Q3Q(p=$S='=&1.(.):1%(satisfies(*1"&$-1(.):1%qVQ(021(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(&2"&("-1(S/A







Cbg="&/=*/"S/%/&'(<Feature_Model> …  
 <Feature> 
((iFeature_namej(01W&(Y1=="31=(</Feature_name> 
   <Description> 021(52),1(#",(1:/&G(=1,:G(",:(-1#1/<1("(
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((=2)-&(&1W&(.1=="31Q(</Description> …  




  <Module> 



































































Figure 7: Examples of traceability relations 
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3. Traceability Approach 
3.1 Overview(
[=(:/=#$==1:( /,(E1#&/),(>G( /,()$-("55-)"#2( &21(31,1-"&/),()*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( /=(S"=1:(),( &21($=1()*(




=$55)-&=( &21( 21&1-)31,1/&'( )*( :)#$.1,&=( S1/,3( #).5"-1:G( ",:( =$55)-&=( :"&"( /,*1-1,#1( /,( =/./%"-(
"55%/#"&/),=Q(

















$=/,3("(#),<1-&1-( &2"&(O1(2"<1( /.5%1.1,&1:Q( +,(=).1(=/&$"&/),=G(6H[TE(&"331-(=$331=&=(.)-1( &2",(





Figure 8: Overview of traceability process 
!/3$-1( ]( 5-1=1,&=( "( .)-1( :1&"/%1:( </1O( )*( &21( &-"#1"S/%/&'( 31,1-"&/),( 5-)#1==Q( Y)-1( =51#/*/#"%%'G(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=("-1(31,1-"&1:(S'("(Traceability Generator(#).5),1,&(&2"&(O1(2"<1(:1<1%)51:(O2/#2(





U=11(E1#&/),(BVQ(021(rule parser =$SA#).5),1,& /=( -1=5),=/S%1( *)-(1W1#$&/,3( &21( -$%1=Q( +&($=1=( &21(XYHA
*)-."&&1:(:)#$.1,&=G(1W&-"(*$,#&/),=(&2"&(O1(2"<1(/.5%1.1,&1:(&)(#)<1-(=).1()*(&21(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=G(
",:( T)-:D1&( \d?^( &)( "==/=&( O/&2( &21( /:1,&/*/#"&/),( )*( =',),'.=Q( 021( :/-1#&( ",:( /,:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'(
-1%"&/),=( -1=$%&/,3( *-).( &21( 1W1#$&/),( )*( &21( -$%1=( "-1( -15-1=1,&1:( /,( XYH( :)#$.1,&=(
U4/-1#&o0-"#1oC1%QW.%( ",:( +,:/-1#&o0-"#1oC1%QW.%G( -1=51#&/<1%'VQ( 021( :)#$.1,&(O/&2( :/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'(
-1%"&/),=(/=($=1:("=(/,5$&(&)(&21(-$%1(5"-=1-(*)-(31,1-"&/,3(/,:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=Q(
(
Figure 9: Overview of traceability generation process 
3.2 Traceability Rules 
021( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(:1=#-/S1:( /,(E$S=1#&/),(JQJ(#",(S1("$&)."&/#"%%'(31,1-"&1:( /,()$-("55-)"#2(S'(






[=( ",( 1W".5%1( )*( #"=1( U/V( "S)<1G( "( -$%1( *)-( #).5"-/,3( *1"&$-1( ",:( $=1( #"=1( .):1%=( &"71=( /,&)(
#),=/:1-"&/),(&21(*"#&(&2"&("(*1"&$-1(.):1%(=51#/*/1=(-1F$/-1.1,&=("&(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(%1<1%G(O2/%1($=1(#"=1=(
:1=#-/S1(-1F$/-1.1,&=(*)-(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(O2/#2(."'(S1(.)-1(=51#/*/#Q(021-1*)-1G(/&(."'(S1(,1#1=="-'(&)(
&-"<1-=1( &21(2/1-"-#2'()*("( *1"&$-1(",:( /,<1=&/3"&1( /*(),1()-(.)-1(#2/%:-1,()*("( *1"&$-1("551"-( /,( &21($=1(
#"=1Q(E/./%"-%'G("(=1F$1,#1(:/"3-".(:1=#-/S1=(&21()-:1-(/,(O2/#2(.1=="31=("-1(1W#2",31:(S1&O11,(<"-/)$=(
#%"==( )S81#&=( ",:G( &21-1*)-1G( -$%1=( *)-( #).5"-/,3( )51-"&/),=( /,( #%"==1=( ",:( =1F$1,#1=( )*( .1=="31=( /,( "(
=1F$1,#1(:/"3-".(=2)$%:(S1($=1:Q((
C13"-:/,3( #"=1( U//VG( &21( &'51=( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( "%=)( 5%"'( ",( /.5)-&",&( -)%1( /,( &21( <"-/)$=(
&-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=Q( !)-( 1W".5%1G( &21-1( /=( ,)( ,11:( &)( #-1"&1( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=( *)-( /:1,&/*'/,3( 1<)%$&/),(
-1%"&/),=(S1&O11,(1%1.1,&=(/,(*1"&$-1(.):1%=(",:(#%"==(:/"3-".=G(*1"&$-1(.):1%=(",:(=1F$1,#1(:/"3-".=G()-(
*1"&$-1(.):1%=( ",:( =&"&1#2"-&( :/"3-".=( =/,#1( =$#2( -1%"&/),=( :)( ,)&( 1W/=&( S1&O11,( &21( "S)<1( :)#$.1,&=(
U1<)%$&/),(-1%"&/),=(1W/=&(S1&O11,(:)#$.1,&=()*(&21(=".1(&'51(*)-(&21(=".1(5-):$#&(.1.S1-VQ((
6),=/:1-/,3(#"=1( U///VG( /&( /=( "(#)..),("55-)"#2( &2"&(,".1=(3/<1,(S'(=)*&O"-1(1,3/,11-=( *)-( &21(."/,(
1%1.1,&=( /,( #%"==G( =1F$1,#1G( =&"&1#2"-&G( =$S='=&1.G( 5-)#1==G( ",:(.):$%1( :/"3-".=(:)(,)&( #),&"/,( #1-&"/,(
&'51=( )*( O)-:=( =$#2( "=( "-&/#%1=G( #)A)-:/,"&/,3( ",:( =$S)-:/,"&/,3( #),8$,#&/),=G( =/,3$%"-( ",:( 5%$-"%(
:1&1-./,1-G( #).5"-"&/<1( ",:( =$51-%"&/<1( ":81#&/<1=G( 1&#Q( 021-1*)-1G( O21,( #).5"-/,3( :1=#-/5&/),=( )*( $=1(
#"=1=(",:(*1"&$-1(,".1=G()-(*%)O()*(1<1,&=(/,($=1(#"=1=(O/&2(1%1.1,&=(/,(&21("S)<1(:/"3-".=(U1Q3Q(#%"==1=G(
























    ACTION_END 
TRACE_RULE_END 
Figure 10: Traceability rule template 
T/&2(-1=51#&(&)(#"=1(U/<VG(&21(.$%&/5%/#/&'()*(=&"712)%:1-=(5"-&/#/5"&/,3(/,(&21(:1<1%)5.1,&()*(&21(='=&1.G(












,)&( :151,:( ),( &21( 1W/=&1,#1( )*( )&21-( -1%"&/),=( =$#2( "=( ="&/=*/"S/%/&'G( :151,:1,#'G( )<1-%"5=G( 1<)%$&/),G(





     declare(,".1=5"#1(:mn8"<"g:/=&",#16),&-)%Q:nf(




( ( ( =g=1&)*U=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@LL+VG=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@&/&%1@LLIVG((
( ( ( ( ((((((=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@LL?VG(=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@LLhVV(G((
( ( ( =g=1&)*U=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@DD?VG(=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@DD>VG((
( ( ( ( ((((((=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@D9?VG=g*/,:E',),'.Us/&1.>@0/&%1@DDJVVV(
</Query>(
iActionj(



















Figure 12: Example of similar traceability rule 
<TraceRule RulID=nCJn RuleType=n=/./%"-n DocType1=qXYHAI"=1:AC1%q DocType2=qXYHAI"=1:AC1%q>(
iQueryj(
    for((s/&1.>(/,(:)#Un*/%1g@@@#g@4/-1#&o0-"#1C1%QW.%nV@@C1%"&/),\P&'51mq#),&"/,.1,&q^G(
           s/&1.J(/,(:)#Un*/%1g@@@#g@4/-1#&o0-"#1C1%QW.%nV@@C1%"&/),\P&'51mq#),&"/,.1,&q^(
       where  






( iRelation(RuleID=”R2” Type m(n=/./%"-n(Term(mq$=1(#"=1(#),&"/,=(*1"&$-1(.):1%qj((
(((( ((((((((iElementjus/&1.>@K%1.1,&\>^@P4)#$.1,&v(us/&1.>@K%1.1,&\>^@0/&%1v(i@Elementj(
( ( (((((((iElementjus/&1.J@K%1.1,&\>^@P4)#$.1,&v(us/&1.J@K%1.1,&\>^@0/&%1v(i@Elementj(










)*( &21( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1( /,( !/3$-1( >>( "-1( =2)O,( /,( !/3$-1( >aG(O2/%1( !/3$-1( >B( =2)O=( ",( 1W".5%1( )*( &21(
-1=$%&=()*(&21(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1(/,(!/3$-1(>JQ(T1(1W5%"/,(S1%)O(&21(:/**1-1,&(5"-&=(/,("(-$%1Q(
 




-$%1=( *)-( "( #1-&"/,( &'51f( /Q1QG( &21-1( "-1( <"-/)$=( -$%1=( &2"&( =$55)-&( &21( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &21( =".1( &'51( )*(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),Q(+,(&21(#"=1()*(:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=G("&&-/S$&1=(DocType1(",:(DocType2(#),&"/,(&21(
,".1=()*( &21(:/**1-1,&( &'51=()*(:)#$.1,&=($=1:( /,()$-("55-)"#2(U;=1(6"=1(",:(!1"&$-1(Y):1%( /,(!/3$-1(






021( */-=&( =$S5"-&( UdeclareV( /=( )5&/),"%( ",:( #),&"/,=( :1#%"-"&/),=( )*( ,".1=5"#1=G( <"-/"S%1=G( )-( 1W&-"(
*$,#&/),=( $=1:( /,( &21( -$%1Q( +,( )$-( "55-)"#2G( &21( 1W&-"( *$,#&/),=( &2"&( O1( 2"<1( :1<1%)51:( "-1( 1/&21-(
/.5%1.1,&1:("=(XZ$1-'(=&"&1.1,&=(U</RQ(XZ$1-'o*$,#&/),=V()-("=(k"<"(#%"==1=(U</RQ(k"<"o*$,#&/),=VQ(021(
XZ$1-'o*$,#&/),=( "-1( :1#%"-1:( "=( functionQ( ( 021( k"<"o*$,#&/),=( "-1( -15-1=1,&1:( "=( k"<"( 5"#7"31=( ",:(
:1#%"-1:("=(namespace. !/3$-1(>>(=2)O=(",(1W".5%1()*(&21=1(:1#%"-"&/),=(*)-(k"<"(*$,#&/),=Q(021(1W".5%1(
/,( !/3$-1( >J( :)1=( ,)&( ."71( $=1( )*( ",'( :1#%"-"&/),Q( 021( 1W&-"( *$,#&/),=( "%%)O( *)-( &21( /:1,&/*/#"&/),( )*(
=51#/*/#( 1%1.1,&=( /,( &21( :)#$.1,&=G( /:1,&/*/#"&/),( )*( O)-:=( &2"&( "-1( =',),'.=G( )-( &1W&$"%( #).5"-/=),=Q(
0"S%1(a(5-1=1,&=("( %/=&()*( &21=1(*$,#&/),=(",:(&21/-(:1=#-/5&/),=Q(021(#):1()*(&21=1(*$,#&/),=(/=()$&()*( &21(
=#)51()*(&2/=(5"51-G(S$&(#",(S1(*)$,:(/,(\da^Q((
021( =1#),:( =$S5"-&( UforV( /:1,&/*/1=( 1%1.1,&=( )*( &21( :)#$.1,&=( UDocType1( ",:( DocType2V( &)( S1(
#).5"-1:( ",:( S/,:=( &21=1( 1%1.1,&=( &)( <"-/"S%1=( $item1( ",:( $item2G( -1=51#&/<1%'( U$variable_name1( ",:(
$variable_name2 /,( !/3$-1( >?VQ( +,/&/"%%'G( &21( 1%1.1,&=( &)( S1( #).5"-1:( "-1( :1=#-/S1:( /,( X9"&2( \d>^(
1W5-1==/),=( "==)#/"&1:( O/&2( 5%"#12)%:1-=( &2"&( -15-1=1,&( &21( &'51=( )*( :)#$.1,&=( &)( S1( &-"#1:Q( 021(
5%"#12)%:1-=(*)-(&21(:)#$.1,&=(&)(S1(&-"#1:("-1("$&)."&/#"%%'(=$S=&/&$&1:(S'(=51#/*/#(:)#$.1,&(,".1=(U*/%1(




containmentVQ( +,( &21(#"=1()*( /,:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=G($item1(",:($item2( -1*1-( &)(4/-1#&o0-"#1oC1%QW.%Q(
M)O1<1-G(&21(&'51()*(&21(-1%"&/),(3/<1,(S'(&21(X9"&2(1W5-1==/),(UxxC1%"&/),\P&'51mq(p^V(:/**1-=(:151,:/,3(
),(&21(-$%1(&'51Q(
021( &2/-:( =$S5"-&( UwhereV( :1=#-/S1=( &21(condition( 5"-&( )*( &21( -$%1( &2"&( =2)$%:(S1( ="&/=*/1:( /,( )-:1-( &)(
#-1"&1("(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),Q(021(#),:/&/),(5"-&(#",($=1("(=1F$1,#1G(#),8$,#&/),G()-(:/=8$,#&/),()*(XZ$1-'(
/,AS$/%&( *$,#&/),=( U1Q3QG(someG(containsG(satisfiesVG()-()*( &21(1W&-"(XZ$1-'()-(k"<"( *$,#&/),=( &2"&(O1(2"<1(
/.5%1.1,&1:Q(4151,:/,3(),(&21(-$%1G(&21(#),:/&/),(5"-&("%=)(&"71=(/,&)(#),=/:1-"&/),(&21(XYH(9`EA&"3=(/,(
&21(&1W&$"%(5"-&=()*(&21(:)#$.1,&=Q((


























#),&"/,=+,4/=&",#1U`S81#&c( O)-:>G( `S81#&( O)-:JG(
[--"'H/=&_(O)-:aVg(I))%1",(d






#21#74/=&",#16),&-)%UE&-/,3( =&-+,5$&G( [--"'H/=&( =>G(
[--"'H/=&(=JVgI))%1",(


















"-1( -1*1-1,#1:( /,( &21( X9"&2( 1W5-1==/),( "=( K%1.1,&\J^( ",:( K%1.1,&\>^G( -1=51#&/<1%'Q( 021'( "551"-( /,(
4/-1#&o&-"#1oC1%QW.%( :)#$.1,&( "=( &21( =1#),:( ",:( */-=&( XYH( 1%1.1,&=( iK%1.1,&j( )*( ",( XYH( -1%"&/),(
1%1.1,&(iC1%"&/),jG("=(=2)O,(/,(&21(1W&-"#&()*(&21(:)#$.1,&(/,(!/3$-1(>aQ(
(
ACTION:(02/=(5"-&( :1=#-/S1=( &21(consequence( )*( &21( -$%1( ",:( /=( -15-1=1,&1:(S'( 1%1.1,&( Ui[#&/),jVQ( +&(
=51#/*/1=(&21("#&/),U=V(&)(S1(&"71,(/*(&21(#),:/&/),=(/,(&21(Z;KCz(5"-&("-1(="&/=*/1:Q(021(#),=1F$1,#1(5"-&(
:1=#-/S1=( &21( &'51( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),( &)( S1( #-1"&1:( U"&&-/S$&1(0'51V( ",:( &21( 1%1.1,&=( &2"&( =2)$%:( S1(
-1%"&1:(&2-)$32(/&(/,(&21(:)#$.1,&=(:1=#-/S1:(/,(&21(for(5"-&()*(&21(-$%1(U1%1.1,&(iK%1.1,&jVQ(!)-(&21(#"=1(
)*( :/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=G( ",( 1W&-"( 1%1.1,&( "==)#/"&1:(O/&2( 1"#2( 1%1.1,&( UK%1.1,&0'51J( /,( !/3$-1( >?V(
."'(S1($=1:(&)(/,:/#"&1(&21(1W"#&(&'51()*(1%1.1,&=(/,(&21(-1=51#&/<1(:)#$.1,&=(&2"&(O1-1(="&/=*/1:(S'(&21(
-$%1G( O21,( ,1#1=="-'Q( 021( 1W&-"( 1%1.1,&( -15-1=1,&1:( S'( K%1.1,&0'51>( /,( !/3$-1( >?( /=( $=1:( O21,( &21(
#),&1,&()*($variable_name1()-($variable_name2(/=()*(&'51(=&-/,3(",:(/&(/=(,1#1=="-'(&)(-15-1=1,&(&21(XYH(
1%1.1,&(&2"&(&2/=(#),&1,&(-15-1=1,&=Q(!)-(&21(#"=1()*(/,:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=G("(=51#/"%(1%1.1,&(/=($=1:(&)(
-15-1=1,&( 2)O( &21( 1%1.1,&=( S1/,3( #).5"-1:( "-1( =/./%"-( )-( :/**1-1,&( UC1%"&/),0'51( /,( !/3$-1( >?VQ( 021(
#),&1,&( )*( 1%1.1,&( i[#&/),j( /=( $=1:( &)( #).5)=1( &21( return( 5"-&( )*(XZ$1-'Q( 021( /.5%1.1,&"&/),( )*( ",(
"#&/),( #),=/=&=( )*( O-/&/,3( &21( /,*)-."&/),( /,( &21( i[#&/),j( 5"-&( /,( &21( XYH( -1%"&/),( :)#$.1,&(
U4/-1#&o0-"#1oC1%QW.%( ",:( +,:/-1#&o0-"#1oC1%QW.%VQ( [=( /,( &21( Z;KCz( 5"-&G( &21( 5%"#12)%:1-=( )*( &21(
=51#/*/#(:)#$.1,&=(#),&"/,/,3(&21(1%1.1,&=(&)(S1("==)#/"&1:("-1(/,=&",&/"&1:(S"=1:(),(&21($=1-e=(/,5$&Q((
<Relation_Document> 
( iRelation(RuleIDmpC>q Typemq#),&"/,.1,&q DocType1mq;=1(6"=1q DocType2mq!1"&$-1(Y):1%qj(
( ( iElement(4)#$.1,&mq*/%1g@@@#g@;=16"=1o;6>QW.%qj(







((((iRelation(RuleIDmpC>q Typemq#),&"/,.1,&q DocType1mq;=1(6"=1q DocType2mq!1"&$-1(Y):1%qj(
( ( iElement(4)#$.1,&mq*/%1g@@@#g@;=16"=1o;6JQW.%qj(
















[=( :/=#$==1:( /,( E$S=1#&/),( JQJG( ",( 1W".5%1( )*( -$%1( C>( /,( !/3$-1( >>( 1W/=&=( S1&O11,( $=1( #"=1( ;6>(
1,&/&%1:( Sending a Message( U!/3$-1( aV( ",:( *1"&$-1( ,".1:( Text Messages U!/3$-1( JVQ( [( containment (
-1%"&/),(/=(#-1"&1:(=/,#1("(=',),'.(U=1,:V()*(<1-S(iLLhj(E1,:/,3(i@LLhj(",:(,)$,(iDD>j(Y1=="31(
i@DD>j("551"-(/,(&21(:1=#-/5&/),()*(&21(*1"&$-1(/,(&21(=".1(=1,&1,#1f(/Q1QG("(=1F$1,#1()*("(#),8$,#&/),()*(
<1-S=( UiLL+j( =1,:( i@LL+j( iE6jGi@E6jG( i6k6j",:i@6k6jG( iLL+j( -1#1/<1i@LL+jVG( *)%%)O1:( S'( "(
F$"%/*/1-( )*( &21( ,)$,(message Ui[0?j( "i@[0?j(i[k?j=2)-&i@[k?j(iDD>j( &1W&( i@DD>jVG( =15"-"&1( &21(
O)-:=( send ",: messageQ( [,)&21-( 1W".5%1( )*( -$%1( C>( "%=)( 1W/=&=( S1&O11,( $=1( #"=1( ;6J( 1,&/&%1:(
Transmitting Messages(",:(*1"&$-1(Text MessagesQ(+,(&2/=(#"=1G("(containment(-1%"&/),(/=("%=)(#-1"&1:Q(021(
-1=$%&=()*(-$%1(C>(*)-($=1(#"=1=(;6>(",:(;6J(",:(*1"&$-1(Text Messages("-1(=2)O,(/,(!/3$-1(>aQ(
[,( 1W".5%1( )*( -$%1( CJ( /,( !/3$-1( >J( 1W/=&=( S1&O11,( $=1( #"=1=( ;6>( ",:( ;6JQ( [( similar( -1%"&/),( /=(
#-1"&1:(=/,#1( &21-1("-1( &O)(containment( -1%"&/),=(S1&O11,(;=16"=1o;6>(",:( *1"&$-1(Text Messages( ",:(
;=16"=1o;6J(",:(*1"&$-1(Text MessagesQ(021(-1=$%&()*(-$%1(CJ(/=(=2)O,(/,(!/3$-1(>BQ(















=$55)-&( *)-( 5-):$#&( %/,1( 1,3/,11-/,3Q( 021( &))%( 2"=( S11,( /.5%1.1,&1:( /,( k"<"( ",:( $=1=( E"W),( \c]^( &)(







!)-( *$,#&/),"%/&'( U"VG( &21( &))%(2"=( "( =)52/=&/#"&1:($=1-( /,&1-*"#1( /,(O2/#2($=1-=( #",( =1%1#&( &)( 1=&"S%/=2(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(S1&O11,(U/V(:)#$.1,&=()*(&O)(=51#/*/#(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=G(U//V(:)#$.1,&=("&(&21(%1<1%()*(
5-):$#&( %/,1( ",:( ),1( =51#/*/#( 5-):$#&(.1.S1-G( ",:( U///V( :)#$.1,&=( "&( &21( %1<1%( )*( 5-):$#&( %/,1( ",:( &O)(
=51#/*/#(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=Q((
!)-(",'()*(#"=1=(U/V(&)(U///V("S)<1G(&21($=1-(#",(=1%1#&(&)(&-"#1("%%( &21(:)#$.1,&=(-1%"&1:(&)(&21(5-):$#&(
%/,1( ",:(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=G( )-( &)( =51#/*'(O2/#2(:)#$.1,&=( &)(S1( &-"#1:(S"=1:(),( U/eV( &'51()*(:)#$.1,&=(
U1Q3QG("%%($=1(#"=1=G(#%"==G(=&"&1#2"-&G(",:(=1F$1,#1(:/"3-".=()*("(5-):$#&(.1.S1-G()-("%%(*1"&$-1G(=$S='=&1.G(
5-)#1==G( ",:( .):$%1( .):1%=( )*( "( 5-):$#&( %/,1Vf( U//eV( 5"-&/#$%"-( :)#$.1,&( ,".1=f( )-( U///eV( &'51=( )*(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=Q(+,(&2/=(%"&&1-(#"=1G(&21(&'51=()*(:)#$.1,&=(&)(S1(&-"#1:("-1(=1%1#&1:(:151,:/,3(),(&21(
1%1.1,&=()*(&21(:)#$.1,&=(&2"&(#",(S1("==)#/"&1:(O/&2("(=51#/*/#(-1%"&/),(&'51Q(!)-(1W".5%1G(", implements(







Figure 15: Example of XTraQue interface 
+,( &21(#"=1( &2"&( &21($=1-( =1%1#&=( &)( &-"#1("%%(:)#$.1,&=()-(:)#$.1,&=(S"=1:(),(#"=1( U/eV( ",:(#"=1( U//eV(
"S)<1G(&21(&))%("%=)("%%)O=(&21($=1-(&)(=51#/*'(&21(&'51=()*(-1%"&/),=(&)(S1(&-"#1:Q(021($=1-(#",(=1%1#&(&)(&-"#1(
&21(:)#$.1,&=(*)-("%%(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(*)-(",'()*(U/eV(&)(U///eV(#"=1=Q(!/3$-1(>b(=2)O=(",(1W".5%1()*(),1(
)*( &21( /,&1-*"#1=()*(X0-"Z$1( /,(O2/#2( &21($=1-(2"=(=1%1#&1:( &21( &'51=()*(:)#$.1,&=( &)(S1( &-"#1:(",:( &21(
&'51=()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=Q(
021( 31,1-"&/),( )*( :/-1#&( ",:( /,:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( /=( 1W1#$&1:( S'( &21(Traceability(Generator 
#).5),1,&Q( !)-( 1"#2( 5"/-( )*( :)#$.1,&=G( &21(Traceability Generator( "$&)."&/#"%%'( /:1,&/*/1=( &-"#1"S/%/&'(
-$%1=("==)#/"&1:(O/&2(&21(:)#$.1,&=G(/,=&",&/"&1=(&21(5%"#12)%:1-=(*)-(&21(:)#$.1,&(&'51=(/,(&21(-$%1=G(",:(
31,1-"&1=( :/-1#&( -1%"&/),=( /,( XYH( *)-."&( ",:( /,:/-1#&( -1%"&/),=( S"=1:( ),( &21( :/-1#&( ),1=( "%=)( /,( XYH(
*)-."&Q((





5. Evaluation and Analysis 
[=( :/=#$==1:( /,( E1#&/),( >G( &21-1( "-1( .",'( "#&/</&/1=( ",:( :/**/#$%&/1=( "==)#/"&1:( O/&2( 5-):$#&( %/,1(
1,3/,11-/,3Q( Y)-1)<1-G( "=( 5-)5)=1:( /,( \a_^G( )-3",/="&/),=( #",( :1<1%)5( 5-):$#&( %/,1( ='=&1.=( /,( &2-11(
:/**1-1,&(O"'=G(,".1%'(proactiveG(O21,(",()-3",/="&/),(:1#/:1=(&)(","%'=1G(:1=/3,G(",:(/.5%1.1,&("(%/,1()*(
5-):$#&=(5-/)-(&)(&21(#-1"&/),()*(/,:/</:$"%(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=f(reactiveG(O21,(",()-3",/="&/),(1,%"-31=(&21(
5-):$#&( %/,1( ='=&1.( /,( ",( /,#-1.1,&"%( O"'( S"=1:( ),( &21( :1.",:( )*( ,1O( 5-):$#&( .1.S1-=( )-( ,1O(




-1"#&/<1( "55-)"#2Q( +,( "::/&/),G( <"-/)$=( =&"712)%:1-=( ."'( S1( /,<)%<1:( /,( &21( 5-):$#&( %/,1( :1<1%)5.1,&(
5-)#1==( -",3/,3( *-).( ."-71&( -1=1"-#21-=G( &)( 5-):$#&( .","31-=G( -1F$/-1.1,&( 1,3/,11-=G( 5-):$#&A%/,1(
1,3/,11-=G(=)*&O"-1(","%'=&=G(",:(=)*&O"-1(:1<1%)51-=Q(021=1(=&"712)%:1-=(#),&-/S$&1( /,(:/**1-1,&(O"'=( &)(
5-):$#&( %/,1(1,3/,11-/,3G(2"<1(:/=&/,#&(51-=51#&/<1=()*( &21(='=&1.G(",:(2"<1(:/=&/,#&( /,&1-1=&=( /,(:/**1-1,&(
"=51#&=()*( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1Q(!)-( 1W".5%1G( "(."-71&( -1=1"-#21-(."'(S1( /,&1-1=&1:( /,( &21( -1F$/-1.1,&=( ",:(
*1"&$-1=()*("(,1O(5-):$#&(.1.S1-( &)(S1(:1<1%)51:G(O2/%1("(=)*&O"-1(:1<1%)51-(."'(S1( /,&1-1=&1:( /,( &21(











#).5%1&1( S"=1( =1&( *)-( 5-):$#&( %/,1( ='=&1.( :1<1%)5.1,&G( &21'( 2"<1( S11,( #2)=1,( =/,#1( &21'( /%%$=&-"&1( &21(
:/**1-1,&(O"'=( /,(O2/#2()-3",/="&/),=(#",(:1<1%)5(5-):$#&( %/,1(='=&1.=G("=(:/=#$==1:("S)<1Q(!)-(1"#2()*(
&21=1( =#1,"-/)=(O1(2"<1( /:1,&/*/1:( &21( =&"712)%:1-=( /,<)%<1:( /,( &21(5-)#1==G( &21( &'51=()*(:)#$.1,&=( ",:(
&-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( &2"&( "-1( -1%"&1:( &)( &21( =#1,"-/)=G( ",:( 1<"%$"&1:( &21( =#1,"-/)=( /,( &1-.=( )*( -1#"%%( ",:(
5-1#/=/),(.1"=$-1.1,&=G("=(:1*/,1:(/,(5"31(a?Q(Y)-1)<1-G(O1(2"<1($=1:()$-(.)S/%1(52),1(#"=1(=&$:'(&)(
1<"%$"&1(&21(=#1,"-/)=Q((
Table 4: List of functionalities of the product members in the mobile phone case study 
Functionality PM_1 PM_2 PM_3 
!>g(Y"71(",:(-1#1/<1(#"%%=($=/,3((hEY(]??( X( X( X(
!Jg(Y"71(",:(-1#1/<1(#"%%=($=/,3(hEY(>d??( X( X( X(
!ag(Y"71(",:(-1#1/<1(#"%%=($=/,3(hEY(>]??( ( X( X(
!Bg(M)%:(",:(=O"5("(#"%%( X( X( X(
!bg(C1#1/<1(",:($5:"&1(<)/#1(."/%( X( X( X(
!cg(4/=5%"'(",:($5:"&1(&/.1(",:(:"&1( X( X( X(
!_g(E1&("%"-.(",:(&/.1( X( X( X(
!dg(C1#)-:G(:/=5%"'G(",:(.",/5$%"&1(#"%%(%)3=( X( X( X(
!]g(9%"'(3".1=( X( X( X(
!>?g(;5:"&1(#"%1,:"-( X( X( X(
!>>g([::G(:1%1&1G(",:($5:"&1(5-1*1-1,#1=( X( X( X(
!>Jg([::G(:1%1&1G(",:($5:"&1(#),&"#&=( X( X( X(
!>ag(+,#%$:1(#"%#$%"&)-( X( X( X(
!>Bg(0"71(52)&)=($=/,3(Lh[(#".1-"( X( ( (
!>bg(0"71(52)&)=($=/,3(Lh[(#".1-"(O/&2(JW(:/3/&"%(R)).( ( X( (
!>cg(!Y(-":/)( ( ( X(
!>_g(K."/%(='=&1.($=/,3(EY09G(9`9aG()-((+Y9[B( X( X( X(
!>dg(M",:A*-11(=51"71-( X( ( X(
!>]g(E1,:(",:(-1#1/<1(&1W&(.1=="31=( X( X( X(
!J?g(E1,:(",:(-1#1/<1(.$%&/.1:/"(.1=="31( X( X( X(
!J>g(9%"'(C1"%`,1(*)-."&(&$,1=(",:(</:1)( ( X( (
!JJg(9%"'(",:(-1#)-:(Y9a(*)-."&(&$,1=( ( ( X(
!Jag(C1#)-:(",:($5:"&1(</:1)(U#%/5=V( ( X( (
!JBg(9%"'(ah99(</:1)(*)-."&( ( X( X(
!Jbg(9%"'(C1"%(L/:1)(*)-."&(( ( X( (
!Jcg([##1==(+,&1-,1&($=/,3(T[9(>QJQ>(( X( ( X(
!J_g([##1==(+,&1-,1&($=/,3(T[9(JQ?(( ( X( (
!Jdg([##1==(+,&1-,1&($=/,3(T[9(XM0YH( ( X( X(
!J]g(6),,1#&(</"(I%$1&))&2(&-",=*1-(:"&"( X( X( X(
!a?g(6),,1#&(</"(+,*-"-1:(&-",=*1-(:"&"( X( X( (
!a>g(6),,1#&(</"(;EI( ( ( X(
!aJg(9%"'((Y+4+(*)-."&&1:(&$,1=( X( X( X(
!aag(9%"'([YC(*)-."&&1:(&$,1=( X( ( X(
!aBg(9%"'(([[6(*)-."&&1:(&$,1=( ( ( X(
!abg(9%"'(Y9a(*)-."&&1:(&$,1=( ( ( X(
!acg(9%"'(T[L(*)-."&&1:(&$,1=( ( ( X(
!a_g(9%"'(0-$1(0),1=(*)-."&&1:(&$,1=( ( X( (
!adg(6).5)=1(",:(5%"'(Y+4+(*)-."&&1:(-/,3(&),1=( ( X( X(
!a]g(C1#)-:(",:($5:"&1(<)/#1(.1=="31=( X( X( X(
!B?g(0-",=*1-(:"&"(</"(E',#YH(",:(069@+9( X( X( X(
!B>g(E$55)-&(6H46(k"<"(&1#2,)%)3'( X( X( X(
!BJg(E$55)-&(Y+94(k"<"(&1#2,)%)3'(( X( X( X(
!Bag(E$55)-&(T/-1%1==(.1=="3/,3([9+(k"<"(&1#2,)%)3'( ( X( X(
!BBg(E$55)-&(Y)S/%1(.1:/"([9+(k"<"(&1#2,)%)3'( ( X( X(
(
021(.)S/%1(52),1(#"=1(=&$:'(2"=(S11,(:1<1%)51:(S"=1:(),(=&$:'G(","%'=/=G(",:(:/=#$==/),=()*(.)S/%1(
52),1( :)."/,=G( ",:( /:1"=( /,( \b?^\b>^Q( 021( #"=1( =&$:'( /,#%$:1=( "( %/,1( )*( ='=&1.=(O/&2( :/**1-1,&(.)S/%1(
52),1=Q( 02/=( %/,1( )*( ='=&1.=( /=( #).5)=1:( )*( &2-11( 5-):$#&( .1.S1-=( U.)S/%1( 52),1=VG( ,".1%'( 9Yo>G(
9YoJG( ",:( 9YoaG( O/&2( #)..),( ",:( <"-/"S%1( #2"-"#&1-/=&/#=Q( 0"S%1( B( 5-1=1,&=( =).1( )*( &21( <"-/)$=(
*$,#&/),"%/&/1=()*(&21(&2-11(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(/,()$-(#"=1(=&$:'Q((
Table 5: Number of document types used in the mobile phone case study, number of main elements 







Number of Element Type Size of XML document  
!1"&$-1(
Y):1%(
>( !1"&$-1=( >a?( bd(NI(
E$S='=&1.(
Y):1%(
>( E$S='=&1.=( b( ]QJB(NI(
9-)#1==(
Y):1%=(
c( 9-)#1==1=( Bd(U&)&"%(*)-("%%(c(5-)#1==(.):1%=V( C",3/,3(*-).(cNI(&)(>JQb(NI(
Y):$%1(
Y):1%=(
>b( Y):$%1=( >c_( U&)&"%( *)-( "%%( >b( .):$%1(
.):1%=V(
C",3/,3(*-).(JNI(&)(]QJ(NI(
9Yo>( m( a_( U&)&"%( *)-( "%%( B( $=1(
#"=1=V(
C",3/,3(*-).(BQBNI(&)(_NI(





















































































Scenario 1: Creation of a new product member for an existing product line(
02/=(=/&$"&/),()##$-=(O21,(",()-3",/="&/),(O",&=(&)(1,%"-31(/&=(='=&1.(",:(#-1"&1=("(,1O(5-):$#&(.1.S1-Q(




)*( &21( ,1O( 5-):$#&f( U#V( 5-):$#&( %/,1( 1,3/,11-=( &2"&( /:1,&/*'( O2/#2( "=51#&=( /,( &21( 5-):$#&( %/,1( %1<1%( "-1(
-1%"&1:( &)( &21(,1O(5-):$#&f( U:V( =)*&O"-1(","%'=&=( &2"&(","%'=1(1W/=&/,3(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(",:( /:1,&/*'( &21(
#)..),"%/&'( ",:( :/**1-1,#1=( S1&O11,( 1W/=&/,3( 5-):$#&(.1.S1-=( ",:( &21( ,1O( 5-):$#&f( ",:( U1V( =)*&O"-1(
:1<1%)51-=(&2"&(:1=/3,(&21(,1O(5-):$#&(S'(-1$=/,3(5"-&=()*(1W/=&/,3(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(",:(=51#/*'/,3(,1O(
"=51#&=()*(&21(5-):$#&(S1/,3(:1<1%)51:Q(
Table 6: Documents and traceability relations for scenario 1 
( Feature Model Use Case (PM_1) Use Case (PM_2) Class Diagram (PM_2) Sequence Diagram (PM_2) 
Use Case (PM_1) 6),&"/,=( ( E/./%"-(
4/**1-1,&((
( (
Use Case (PM_2) 6),&"/,=( E/./%"-(
4/**1-1,&((
( ( (




























!)-( &2/=( =#1,"-/)G( =$55)=1( &21( =/&$"&/),( /,(O2/#2( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1( /,(",()-3",/R"&/),(#),&"/,=(5-):$#&(
.1.S1-( 9YoJ( ",:( &21( )-3",/R"&/),( O",&=( &)( :1<1%)5( 5-):$#&( .1.S1-( 9Yo>( *-).( )$-( #"=1( =&$:'Q(
6),=/:1-(&2"&(&21(-1F$/-1.1,&=()*(9Yo>(2"<1(S11,(=51#/*/1:(/,(*)$-(:/**1-1,&($=1(#"=1=G("=(=2)O,(/,(0"S%1(
bQ( +,()-:1-( &)(S1( "S%1( &)( /:1,&/*'( &21( =/./%"-/&/1=( ",:(:/**1-1,#1=(S1&O11,(9Yo>(",:(9YoJG( &21(5"-&=( )*(
9Yo>(&2"&(#",(S1(-1$=1:(*-).(9YoJG(",:(&21(5"-&=()*(9Yo>(&2"&(,11:(&)(S1(:1<1%)51:G(/&(/=(,1#1=="-'(&)(
#).5"-1(<"-/)$=(:)#$.1,&=(/,#%$:/,3(5-):$#&(%/,1(*1"&$-1(.):1%G($=1(#"=1=()*(9Yo>(",:(9YoJG(",:(#%"==G(
=1F$1,#1G( ",:( =&"&1#2"-&( :/"3-".=( )*( 9YoJQ( 021( &'51=( )*( :)#$.1,&=( &)( S1( #).5"-1:( ",:( &21( -1%1<",&(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=("==)#/"&1:(O/&2(&21=1(:)#$.1,&=(",:(-1%1<",&(&)(&21(=#1,"-/)("-1(=2)O,(/,(0"S%1(cQ([=(








#"=1=( )*( 9Yo>( ",:( 9YoJQ(Y)-1)<1-G( &21( #%"==G( =1F$1,#1G( ",:( =&"&1#2"-&( :/"3-".=( )*( 9YoJ( ,11:( &)( S1(
#).5"-1:(/,()-:1-(&)(=$55)-&(&21(/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(&21(1%1.1,&=(&2"&(#",(S1(-1$=1:(O21,(:1=/3,/,3(9Yo>Q((
(
Scenario 2: Creation of a product line system from already existing product members 
+,(&2/=(#"=1G(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(#",(S1($=1:(&)(=$55)-&(&21(/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(<"-/"S%1(",:(#)..),("=51#&=(
)*(1W/=&/,3(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(/,()-:1-(&)(#-1"&1("(5-):$#&(%/,1Q(021(=&"712)%:1-=(/,<)%<1:(/,(&2/=(=#1,"-/)("-1(
5-):$#&(.","31-=( &2"&( /:1,&/*'(O2/#2("=51#&=()*( &21(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(=2)$%:(S1(5"-&()*( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1f(
",:( 5-):$#&( %/,1( 1,3/,11-=G( =)*&O"-1( ","%'=&=G( ",:( =)*&O"-1( :1<1%)51-=( &2"&( :1=/3,( ",:( :1<1%)5( &21(
:)#$.1,&=("&(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(%1<1%Q((
Table 7: Documents and traceability relations for scenario 2 





















































































































:)#$.1,&=( &)( S1( #).5"-1:( ",:( &21( -1%1<",&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( "==)#/"&1:( O/&2( &21=1( :)#$.1,&=( ",:(
-1%1<",&( &)( &21(=#1,"-/)("-1(=2)O,(/,(0"S%1(_Q( +,( &2/=(#"=1G("%%( &21(:)."/,(","%'=/=(",:(:1=/3,(.):1%=()*(
5-):$#&( .1.S1-=( 9Yo>( ",:( 9YoJ( ,11:( &)( S1( #).5"-1:( /,( )-:1-( &)( "==/=&( O/&2( /:1,&/*/#"&/),( )*( &21(
/,*)-."&/),(-15-1=1,&1:("&(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(%1<1%Q((
 
Scenario 3:(Changes to a product member in a product line system(
+,(&2/=(=#1,"-/)G(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(#",(S1($=1:(&)(=$55)-&(&21(","%'=/=()*(&21(/.5%/#"&/),=()*(#2",31=(/,(




O/&2( 5-):$#&( .1.S1-=( 9Yo>( ",:( 9YoJ( *-).( )$-( #"=1( =&$:'G( ",:( &2"&( #2",31=( "-1( .":1( &)( 5-):$#&(
.1.S1-(9Yo>Q(021-1*)-1G(/&(/=(,1#1=="-'(&)(1<"%$"&1(2)O(&21=1(#2",31=(O/%%("**1#&(&21()&21-(:1=/3,(.):1%=(
)*(9Yo>(",:(/*(&21=1(#2",31=("%=)("**1#&(&21()&21-(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=(/,(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(&2"&(."'(S1(-1%"&1:(
&)( &21( #2",31=( U9YoJ( /,( &2/=( =#1,"-/)VQ( 021( &'51=( )*( :)#$.1,&=( &)( S1( #).5"-1:( ",:( &21( -1%1<",&(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=("==)#/"&1:(O/&2(&21=1(:)#$.1,&=("-1(=2)O,(/,(0"S%1(dQ([=(=2)O,(/,(&21(&"S%1G("%%(&21(
:1=/3,(.):1%=()*(9Yo>(",:(9YoJ("-1(#).5"-1:( /,()-:1-( &)("==/=&(O/&2( &21( /:1,&/*/#"&/),()*( /,*)-."&/),(
&2"&(."'(S1("**1#&1:(S'(&21(#2",31=Q((
Table 8: Documents and traceability relations for scenario 3 
( Class Diagram  
(PM_1) 
Sequence 


















































































Scenario 4:(Changes at the product line level(
+,(&2/=(#"=1G(O1("-1(/,&1-1=&1:(/,(/,<1=&/3"&/,3(2)O(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(#",(S1($=1:(&)(=$55)-&((1<)%$&/),(
",:( ","%'=/=( )*( &21( /.5"#&( )*( &21( #2",31=( "&( &21( 5-):$#&( %/,1( %1<1%Q( Y)-1( =51#/*/#"%%'G( &2/=( =#1,"-/)( /=(
#),#1-,1:(O/&2( #2",31=( "&( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1( %1<1%( :$1( &)( &21( "::/&/),()*(,1O( *1"&$-1=( &)( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1(
='=&1.Q(021(=&"712)%:1-=(/,<)%<1:(/,(&2/=(=#1,"-/)("-1(."-71&(-1=1"-#21-=(&2"&(/:1,&/*'(,1O(*1"&$-1=()*(&21(
='=&1.(",:(5-):$#&( %/,1(1,3/,11-=( &2"&( /:1,&/*'(O2/#2("=51#&=( /,( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1( %1<1%("-1( -1%"&1:( &)( &21(
,1O(*1"&$-1=(",:(&21(1**1#&()*(&21=1(,1O(*1"&$-1=(&)(&21()&21-("-&1*"#&=("&(&21(5-):$#&(%/,1(%1<1%Q(021(&'51=()*(
:)#$.1,&=(&)(S1(#).5"-1:(",:(&21(-1%1<",&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(*)-(&2/=(=#1,"-/)("-1(=2)O,(/,(0"S%1(]Q((
Table 9: Documents and traceability relations for scenario 4 














Scenario 5: Impact of changes at the product line and product member levels 
+,(&2/=(#"=1G(O1("-1(/,&1-1=&1:(/,(/,<1=&/3"&/,3(2)O(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(#",(S1($=1:(&)(=$55)-&(&21(/.5"#&(
)*(#2",31=(.":1("&( &21(5-):$#&( %/,1(%1<1%( &)(5-):$#&(.1.S1-=Q(02/=(/=("(=."%%(=#1,"-/)(",:(/=(#),#1-,1:(
O/&2(#2",31=("&( &21(=$S='=&1.()*("(5-):$#&( %/,1(",:(&21(/.5"#&()*( &21=1(#2",31=(/,("(#%"==(:/"3-".Q(021(
=&"712)%:1-=(/,<)%<1:(/,(&2/=(=#1,"-/)("-1(5-):$#&(%/,1(1,3/,11-=(&2"&(/:1,&/*'(&21(#2",31=(&)(S1(.":1("&(&21(
=$S='=&1.G( ",:( =)*&O"-1( ","%'=&=( ",:(:1<1%)51-=( &2"&( /:1,&/*'( &21( 1**1#&( )*( &21=1( #2",31=( &)( &21(5-):$#&(
.1.S1-(:1=/3,(:)#$.1,&=Q(
!)-( &2/=( =#1,"-/)G( #),=/:1-( &21( =/&$"&/),( /,( O2/#2( O1( O",&( &)( ","%'=1( &21( /.5"#&( )*( #2",31=( "&( &21(
=$S='=&1.( .):1%( &)( &21( #%"==( :/"3-".( )*( 5-):$#&( .1.S1-( 9Yoa( *-).( )$-( #"=1( =&$:'>>Q( 021( &'51=( )*(
:)#$.1,&=(&)(S1(#).5"-1:(",:(&21(-1%1<",&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(*)-(&2/=(=#1,"-/)("-1(=2)O,(/,(0"S%1(>?Q((
Table 10: Documents and traceability relations for scenario 5 

















O/&2( 7,)O%1:31( )*( 5-):$#&( %/,1( ='=&1.=( ",:( .)S/%1( 52),1=Q( 0"S%1( >>( =2)O=G( *)-( 1"#2( 1W51-/.1,&G( "(




Table 11g Summary of documents and traceability rules used in the experiments 
( Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 
D)Q()*(:)#$.1,&=( >b( J?( >J( c( J(
D)Q()*(*/%1=( >?( >?( J( c( J(
D)Q()*(:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1(&1.5%"&1=( >_( >b( >>( _( J(
D)Q()*(/,:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1(&1.5%"&1=( d( >>( b( ?( ?(
0)&"%(,)Q()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1(&1.5%"&1=( Jb( Jc( >c( _( J(
D)Q()*(/,=&",&/"&1:(:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=( >??( >]J( d?( >>( J(
D)Q()*(/,=&",&/"&1:(/,:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=( d( >>( b( ?( ?(













[=( =2)O,( /,( 0"S%1( >JG( *)-( =#1,"-/)=( B( ",:( bG( &21( #1%%=( #)--1=5),:/,3( &)( &21( ,$.S1-( )*( /,:/-1#&(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(:1&1#&1:(",:(&21(,$.S1-()*(<"%/:(/,:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(:1&1#&1:(S'(X0-"Z$1(
#),&"/,(<"%$1(R1-)(U?V(=/,#1(&21=1(=#1,"-/)=(:)(,)&(:1"%(O/&2(/,:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(U=11(0"S%1=(](",:(




:)#$.1,&=( *)-( 9YoJ( &2"&( "-1( -1%"&1:( /,( &1-.=( )*( &2-11( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( U="&/=*/1=G(
/.5%1.1,&=G(",:(-1*/,1=V(O/&2(),1(#%"==(:/"3-".G(*)$-(=1F$1,#1(:/"3-".=G(",:(),1(=&"&1#2"-&(:/"3-".f(USV(








021( -1=$%&=( /,(0"S%1(>J( =2)O( &2"&(:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(2"<1(2/321-(5-1#/=/),(",:( -1#"%%(<"%$1=(
O21,( #).5"-1:( &)( /,:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( *)-( =#1,"-/)=( >G( JG( ",:( aQ( 02/=( /=( :$1( &)( &21( *"#&( &2"&(
/,:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( "-1( 31,1-"&1:( S"=1:( ),( :/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( ",:G( /,( &21( #"=1=( )*(
/,#)--1#&(:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(31,1-"&1:(S'( &21( &))%G()-(./==/,3(:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(S'( &21(
&))%G( &21=1( O/%%( /,&1-*1-1( O/&2( &21( 5-1#/=/),( ",:( -1#"%%( )*( &21( /,:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=Q( Y)-1(
=51#/*/#"%%'G( &21( /,#)--1#&(",:(./==/,3(:/-1#&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(O/%%(#"$=1("( %)O1-(5-1#/=/),G(O2/%1( &21(
./==/,3(:/-1#&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(O/%%(#),&-/S$&1(&)("(%)O1-(-1#"%%Q((
Table 12: Measure of Recall and Precision Rates 
( ( Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Average 
By the users (|UT| b>]( >?_c( >Jd( Jc( c( A(No. of direct traceability 
relations detected By XTraQue |ST| bJb( >?]?( >ac( J>( c( A(
|ST  UT| for direct 
traceability relations 
 b?J( >?Bc( >>J( >_( b( A(
By the users  |UT| aaa( >B>J( >Jc( ?( ?( A(No. of indirect traceability 
relations detected By XTraQue  |ST| aB>( >B>d( >a?( ?( ?( A(
|ST  UT| for indirect 
traceability relations 
 JdJ( >J?d( >?b( ?( ?( A(
By the  users |UT| dbJ( JBdd( JbB( Jc( c( A(Total no. of traceability 
relations detected By XTraQue |ST| dcc( Jb?d( Jcc( J>( c( A(
|ST  UT| for all 
traceability relations(
 _dB( JJbB( J>_( >_( b( A(
Direct relations ?Q]bc( ?Q]b]( ?QdJa( ?Qd>( ?QdaB( ?Qd_c(
Indirect relations ?QdJ_( ?QdbJ( ?Qd?_( A( A( ?QdJd(
Precision 
 
All  relations ?Q]?b( ?Qd]d( ?Qd>c( ?Qd>( ?QdaB( 0.853 
Direct relations ?Q]c_( ?Q]_J( ?Qd_b( ?QcbB( ?QdaB( ?Qdc?(
Indirect relations ?QdB_( ?Qdbb( ?QdaB( A( A( ?QdBb(
Recall 













2"=( ),%'( =1<1,( -$%1( &1.5%"&1=( *)-( &2-11( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*( -1%"&/),=Q( 021-1*)-1G( &21( ,$.S1-( )*( :/-1#&(
&-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( 31,1-"&1:( S'( X0-"Z$1( *)-( =#1,"-/)( B( /=( =."%%1-( &2",( &21( ,$.S1-( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'(





1W51-/.1,&=("-1(1,#)$-"3/,3(-1=$%&=Q([%&2)$32( &21(:"&"(=1&=($=1:( /,()$-(O)-7("-1(:/**1-1,&( *-).(&21(:"&"(
=1&=( $=1:( /,( )&21-( "55-)"#21=( &2"&( =$55)-&( "$&)."&/#( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( \>^\a>^\Bb^G( )$-(
5-1#/=/),( -1=$%&=( "-1( S1&&1-( &2",( &21( -1=$%&=( "#2/1<1:( /,( &2)=1( "55-)"#21=G( O2/%1( )$-( -1#"%%( -1=$%&=( "-1(
#).5"-"S%1(&)(&21(-1=$%&=("#2/1<1:(/,(&2)=1("55-)"#21=Q(021(-1=$%&=("#2/1<1:(/,(&2/=(5"51-("-1("%=)(S1&&1-(
&2",( &21( -1=$%&=( )*( )$-( 5-1</)$=( O)-7( *)-( "$&)."&/#( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( S1&O11,( &1W&$"%(
:)#$.1,&=(-15-1=1,&/,3(-1F$/-1.1,&=G($=1(#"=1=G(",:(","%'=/=(.):1%=()*(=)*&O"-1(='=&1.=(\_J^Q(+,()-:1-(&)(
/,#-1"=1( &21( -1#"%%( -1=$%&=( )*( )$-( "55-)"#2G( ,1O( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=( ,11:( &)( S1( #-1"&1:( &)( =$55)-&( &21(
/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(./==/,3(-1%"&/),=Q(
[%&2)$32()$-("55-)"#2(-1%/1=(),(&21($=1()*(XYH(:)#$.1,&=G()$-(1W51-/1,#1(2"=(:1.),=&-"&1:(&2"&(&21(
#-1"&/),()*( &21=1( :)#$.1,&=( /=( ,)&( ",( /==$1( =/,#1(.",'( "55%/#"&/),( &))%=( $=1(XYH("=( "( =&",:"-:( 1W5)-&(
*)-."&( &)( =$55)-&(:"&"( /,&1-#2",31(".),3(21&1-)31,1)$=( &))%=(",:("55%/#"&/),=Q([(5)==/S%1(:-"OS"#7()*(
)$-(O)-7(/=(#),#1-,1:(O/&2(&21(1W&-"(1**)-&(&)(."-7A$5(&1W&$"%(5"-&=()*(&21(:)#$.1,&=(O/&2(XYH(9`E(&"3(





O)-:=( /,( "( &1W&$"%( :1=#-/5&/),( ",:( &)( #),=/:1-( &21=1( :1=#-/5&/),=( O21,( &-"#/,3( :/**1-1,&( 1%1.1,&=Q( T1(
S1%/1<1(&2"&(&21("S)<1("-1(/.5)-&",&(O21,(:1"%/,3(O/&2(:)#$.1,&=(&2"&(#),&"/,(,"&$-"%(%",3$"31(=1,&1,#1=(
",:( :1=#-/5&/),=( )*( &21/-( 1%1.1,&=( "=( /,( &21( #"=1( )*( *1"&$-1(.):1%=G( =$S='=&1.(.):1%=G( 5-)#1==(.):1%=G(
.):$%1(.):1%=G(",:($=1(#"=1=Q((
[,)&21-(/==$1()*(&21(O)-7(/=(#),#1-,1:(O/&2(&21(#-1"&/),()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=G(O2/#2(-1F$/-1(7,)O%1:31(
)*(XZ$1-'(",:($,:1-=&",:/,3()*( &21( =1.",&/#=()*( &21(:)#$.1,&=G( &21(<"-/)$=( &'51=()*( -1%"&/),=G( ",:( &21(
3-".."&/#"%( -)%1=( )*( &21(O)-:=( /,( &21( &1W&$"%( 5"-&=( )*( &21( :)#$.1,&=( S'( &21( -$%1( 1:/&)-Q(Y)-1)<1-G( ,1O(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=(,11:(&)(S1(#-1"&1:(*)-("55%/#"&/),=(&2"&($=1(:/**1-1,&(&'51=()*(:)#$.1,&=Q(M)O1<1-G(),#1("(
=1&( )*( -$%1=( /=( #-1"&1:G( &21=1( -$%1=( #",( S1( $=1:( /,( :/**1-1,&( "55%/#"&/),=( &2"&( $=1( &21( =".1( &'51=( )*(
:)#$.1,&=Q(021(X0-"Z$1(&))%()**1-=(=$55)-&(*)-(1:/&/,3(",:(&1=&/,3(,1O(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=Q(+,("::/&/),G(/,("(
5-1</)$=( O)-7( \_>^G( O1( 2"<1( 5-)5)=1:( "( ."#2/,1( %1"-,/,3( "%3)-/&2.( &)( =$55)-&( &21( #-1"&/),( )*( ,1O(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=(&)(31,1-"&1(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(&2"&(1W/=&/,3(-$%1=(*"/%1:(&)(/:1,&/*'(S1&O11,(-1F$/-1.1,&=(
",:( )S81#&A)-/1,&1:( =51#/*/#"&/),=Q( T1( 5%",( &)( 1W&1,:( &2/=( O)-7( &)( =$55)-&( &21( 31,1-"&/),( )*( ,1O(
&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=(/,(&21(=#)51()*(5-):$#&(%/,1(1,3/,11-/,3Q(Y)-1)<1-G(#2",31=(/,(&21(:)#$.1,&=(-1F$/-1(&21(






6. Related Work 
021(O)-7(5-1=1,&1:(/,(&2/=(5"51-(/=("(%"-31(1W&1,:1:(<1-=/),()*()$-(#),*1-1,#1(5"51-(\aJ^Q(+,(&2/=(5-1</)$=(
5$S%/#"&/),(O1( 5-1=1,&( =).1( /,/&/"%( /:1"=( )*( &21(O)-7( /,(O2/#2(O1( 3/<1( ",( "##)$,&( )*( &21( "55-)"#2G( ",(
/,/&/"%(<1-=/),()*(&21(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1*1-1,#1(.):1%G(",:(*1O(1W".5%1=()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-$%1=Q(+,(#),&-"=&G()$-(
."/,( #),&-/S$&/),=( /,( &21( #$--1,&( 5"51-( "-1( U"V( &2)-)$32( 1<"%$"&/),( )*( &21( O)-7( /,( &1-.=( )*( -1#"%%( ",:(
5-1#/=/),(S"=1:(),(*/<1(:/**1-1,&(=#1,"-/)=(#),#1-,1:(O/&2(5-):$#&(%/,1(1,3/,11-/,3f(USV(:1=#-/5&/),()*(&21(
"55-)"#2(/,(:1&"/%=f(U#V(5-1=1,&"&/),()*("(-1</=1:(",:(:1&"/%1:(<1-=/),()*(&21(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1*1-1,#1(.):1%(/,(
O2/#2(O1( :1*/,1( &21( <"-/)$=( &'51=( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( ",:( 5-1=1,&( 1W".5%1=( ",:( 1W5%","&/),( )*( "%%(
:)#$.1,&( &'51=()*()$-(#),#1-,1:f( U:V(:1&"/%1:(:1=#-/5&/),()*( &21( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=(O/&2( &21(<"-/)$=(1W&-"(
*$,#&/),=( $=1:( /,( )$-( "55-)"#2f( U1V( :1=#-/5&/),( )*(X0-"Z$1( &))%( /.5%1.1,&"&/),( /==$1=( ",:( &21(.)S/%1(
52),1(#"=1(=&$:'($=1:(/,()$-(O)-7f(",:(U*V("(.)-1(#).5%1&1("##)$,&()*(&21(-1%"&1:(O)-7Q((
021-1(2"<1(S11,()&21-( "55-)"#21=(",:( &1#2,/F$1=( &)( =$55)-&( =)*&O"-1( &-"#1"S/%/&'( "=(5-1=1,&1:( /,( &21(
=$-<1'( /,( \cc^Q( 021=1( "55-)"#21=( ",:( &1#2,/F$1=( #",( S1( #%"==/*/1:( /,( *)$-( ."/,( 3-)$5=g( U"V( =&$:'( ",:(
:1*/,/&/),()*(:/**1-1,&(&'51=()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=f(USV(=$55)-&(*)-(31,1-"&/),()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=f(U#V(
:1<1%)5.1,&( )*( "-#2/&1#&$-1=G( &))%=G( ",:( 1,</-),.1,&=( *)-( -15-1=1,&/,3( ",:( ."/,&"/,/,3( &-"#1"S/%/&'(
-1%"&/),=f(",:(U:V(=&$:'()*(2)O(&)($=1(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(&)(=$55)-&(=)*&O"-1(:1<1%)5.1,&("#&/</&/1=Q( 
[.),3( &21=1( "55-)"#21=G( <"-/)$=( -1*1-1,#1( .):1%=G( *-".1O)-7=G( ",:( #%"==/*/#"&/),=( 2"<1( S11,(
5-)5)=1:(*)-(:/**1-1,&( &'51=()*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(\b^\J_^\ba^\c?^\cc^Q(021(#%"==/*/#"&/),=("-1(S"=1:(),(
:/**1-1,&("=51#&=G(-",3/,3(*-).(&21(&'51=()*(-1%"&1:("-&1*"#&=(\ba^G(&)(&21($=1()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(/,*)-."&/),(/,(
:/**1-1,&( -1F$/-1.1,&=( .","31.1,&( "#&/</&/1=( =$#2( "=( $,:1-=&",:/,3G( #"5&$-1G( &-"#7/,3G( 1<)%$&/),G(
<1-/*/#"&/),G(",:(-1$=1(\b^\>c^\J_^G(&)(/.5"#&(","%'=/=(\__^Q(E).1("55-)"#21=(2"<1(5-)5)=1:(:/**1-1,&(&'51=(
)*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( &2"&( "==)#/"&1( -1F$/-1.1,&=( =51#/*/#"&/),=( \b^\J?^\Jd^\BJ^\Bd^\ba^\c?^\_J^\_d^G(
O2/%1( )&21-( "55-)"#21=( =$331=&( -1%"&/),( &'51=( S1&O11,( -1F$/-1.1,&=( ",:( :1=/3,( =51#/*/#"&/),=(
\>J^\>a^\J?^\BJ^\c?^G( ",:( S1&O11,( #):1( =51#/*/#"&/),=( ",:( -1F$/-1.1,&=( ",:( :1=/3,( "-&1*"#&=(
\>^\J?^\Bb^\c?^Q((
+,(\ba^G(&21("$&2)-=(5-)5)=1:("(#%"==/*/#"&/),(*)-(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=(&2"&(/,#%$:1(>d(:/**1-1,&(&'51=()*(
-1%"&/),=( *)-( -1F$/-1.1,&=( =51#/*/#"&/),=( )-3",/=1:( /,( */<1( 3-)$5=G( ,".1%'( U/V( condition link groupG( U//V(
content link groupG( U///V(documentation link groupG( U/<V(evolutionary link groupG( ",:( U<V(abstraction link 
groupQ( +,( \cc^G( &21( "$&2)-=( )-3",/=1:( "%%( &21( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( 5-)5)=1:( /,( &21(








-15-1=1,&"&/),()*( &21( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*( -1%"&/),=G( S$&( &21( /,&1-5-1&"&/),()*( &21=1( -1%"&/),=( :151,:=(),( &21(




&-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( :1=#-/S1:( /,( &2/=( 5"51-( #),&-/S$&1=( &)( *$%*/%( &21( 1W/=&/,3( %"#7( )*( "( .)-1( 5-1#/=1(
=1.",&/#(*)-( &-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=G( /,(5"-&/#$%"-( /,(&21(5-):$#&( %/,1(:)."/,Q(Y)-1)<1-G(X0-"Z$1(5-)</:1=(
=$55)-&(*)-(31,1-"&/,3(&21(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=("$&)."&/#"%%'(",:(*)-(/,&1-5-1&/,3(&21(-1%"&/),=Q((
[55-)"#21=( &)( =$55)-&( &21( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( #",( S1( #%"==/*/1:( /,( &2-11( 3-)$5=(
:151,:/,3(),(&21(%1<1%()*("$&)."&/),G(,".1%'(U"V(.",$"%G(USV(=1./A"$&)."&/#G(",:(U#V(*$%%'A"$&)."&/#Q(021(
."8)-/&'( )*( 1W/=&/,3( #)..1-#/"%( &-"#1"S/%/&'( &))%=( )**1-( =$55)-&( *)-( .",$"%( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'(
-1%"&/),=( S"=1:( ),( &21( $=1( )*( =)52/=&/#"&1:( </=$"%/="&/),G( :/=5%"'G( ",:( ,"</3"S/%/&'( #).5),1,&=G( =$#2( "=(
CK0M\aa^G(4``CE\>]^G(C0Y\cb^G( ",:(C40(\ca^Q( +,( &21=1( &))%=G( &21($=1-=( "-1(1W51#&1:( &)( /:1,&/*'(",:(
=1%1#&( &21( 1%1.1,&=( &)( S1( &-"#1:Q( M)O1<1-G( .",$"%( #-1"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( "-1( 1--)-A5-),1G(
:/**/#$%&G(&/.1(#),=$./,3G(",:(1W51,=/<1G(-1=$%&/,3(/,(&21(-"-1(:15%)'.1,&()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(-1%"&/),=Q((
+,()-:1-(&)("%%1</"&1(&21("S)<1(5-)S%1.=G("55-)"#21=(&2"&(=$55)-&(=1./A"$&)."&/#( \>b^\>c^\J>^\Jb^\bB^(
",:( *$%%'A"$&)."&/#( \>^\Jb^\a?^\Bb^\Bc^\b_^\b]^\cc^\_J^( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( 2"<1( S11,(
5-)5)=1:Q( +,( &21( =1./A"$&)."&/#( 3-)$5( )*( "55-)"#21=G( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( #",( S1( 31,1-"&1:( S"=1:( ),(
5-1</)$=(-1%"&/),=(:1*/,1:(S'($=1-=(\>b^\>c^\J>^G()-("=("(-1=$%&()*( &21(=)*&O"-1(:1<1%)5.1,&(5-)#1==(\bB^Q(
[%&2)$32( &21(=1./A"$&)."&/#("55-)"#21=(#",(S1(#),=/:1-1:("=(",( /.5-)<1.1,&(O21,(#).5"-1:(O/&2( &21(
.",$"%("55-)"#21=G(&21(/,/&/"%(/:1,&/*/#"&/),()*(&21($=1-(-1%"&/),=(."'(=&/%%(S1(1--)-A5-),1G(&/.1A#),=$./,3G(




5-)5)=1:( &)( =$55)-&( )<1-%"5( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),( 31,1-"&/),( S1&O11,( -1F$/-1.1,&=( :)#$.1,&( ",:( =)$-#1(
#):1(O21,(&21(:)#$.1,&(."&#21=("(F$1-'(1W&-"#&1:(*-).(&21(=)$-#1(#):1G(S"=1:(),(&21($=1()*(probabilistic(
",:(vector space( +C( &1#2,/F$1=Q(021( "55-)"#2( "==$.1=( &2"&( &21( <)#"S$%"-'( )*( &21( =)$-#1( #):1( )<1-%"5=(




%/=&=( #",( /.5-)<1( -1#"%%G( S$&( :1#-1"=1=( 5-1#/=/),G( O2/%1( &21( $=1( )*( "( &21="$-$=( /,#-1"=1=( -1#"%%( ",:G(
=).1&/.1=G(/&("%=)(/,#-1"=1=(5-1#/=/),Q([,(1W&1,=/),()*(&21(O)-7(/,(\a?^(2"=(S11,(:1=#-/S1:(/,(\a>^(/,(O2/#2(
&21("$&2)-=(#).5"-1(&21($=1()*(+C(&1#2,/F$1=(=$#2("=(vector retrievalG(vector retrieval with thesaurusG(",:(
latent( semantic indexing( &)( /.5-)<1( &21( F$"%/&'( )*( &21( 31,1-"&/),( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( %/,7=( S1&O11,(
-1F$/-1.1,&=A&)A-1F$/-1.1,&=( ",:( -1F$/-1.1,&=A&)A:1=/3,( &-"#1"S/%/&'Q( 021( -1=$%&=( )*( &21/-( =&$:'( 2"<1(
:1.),=&-"&1:(&2"&(<1#&)-(-1&-/1<"%(&1#2,/F$1=()$&51-*)-.1:(%"&1,&(=1.",&/#(/,:1W/,3Q(021(O)-7(/,(\Bb^\Bc^(
"%=)( $=1=( latent semantic indexing( &)( =$55)-&( &-"#1"S/%/&'( 31,1-"&/),( S1&O11,( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*( ='=&1.(
"-&1*"#&=( ",:( =)$-#1( #):1Q( +,( &2/=( "55-)"#2G( "( #)-5$=( /=( S$/%&( S"=1:(),(5-1A5-)#1==/,3()*( :)#$.1,&=( ",:(





",:( )S81#&( .):1%( :)#$.1,&=( S"=1:( ),( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=Q( +,( &2/=( 5-1</)$=( O)-7G( O1( /:1,&/*'( ),%'( &2-11(
:/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( #),#1-,1:( O/&2( )S81#&A)-/1,&1:( :1<1%)5.1,&( #"%%1:( overlapsG(
requiresG(",:(realisesQ((+,(&21(O)-7(5-1=1,&1:(/,(&2/=(5"51-G(O1(*)#$=(),("$&)."&/#(31,1-"&/),()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(
-1%"&/),=(#),#1-,1:(O/&2(5-):$#&(%/,1(='=&1.=(",:(:/**1-1,&(&'51=()*(:)#$.1,&=(#-1"&1:(:$-/,3(&21(:)."/,(
","%'=/=( ",:( :1=/3,( )*( =$#2( ='=&1.=Q( Y)-1)<1-G( /,( &2/=( 5"51-( O1( :1=#-/S1( .",'( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*(
&-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=Q( +,( \_J^G( &21( -$%1=( "-1( =51#/*/1:( /,( ",(XYHAS"=1:( %",3$"31G(O2/%1( /,( &2/=( 5"51-( &21(
&-"#1"S/%/&'( -$%1=( "-1( -15-1=1,&1:( /,( ",( 1W&1,=/),()*(XZ$1-'G(O2/#2(2"=( S11,(5-)5)=1:( "=( "( %",3$"31( &)(




"##)$,&( &21( =1.",&/#( )*( &21( :)#$.1,&=G( &21( <"-/)$=( &'51=( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( /,( &21( 5-):$#&( %/,1(
:)."/,G(",:( &21(:/=&",#1()*( &21(O)-:=( /,("( &1W&Q(021(5-1#/=/),(",:(-1#"%%(.1"=$-1=("#2/1<1:( /,( &21(O)-7(
5-1=1,&1:(/,(&2/=(5"51-("-1(2/321-(&2",(&21(.1"=$-1=("#2/1<1:(/,(\_J^Q(




[55-)"#21=( &)( =$55)-&( -15-1=1,&"&/),( ",:(."/,&1,",#1()*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=( -",31( *-).( &21($=1()*(
#1,&-"%/=1:(:"&"S"=1=(\>]^\bd^\cb^(",:(=)*&O"-1(-15)=/&)-/1=(\ba^G()51,(2'51-.1:/"("-#2/&1#&$-1(\cc^G(."-7A





<"-/)$=( "#&/</&/1=Q( KW".5%1=( )*( &21=1( "#&/</&/1=( "-1( #2",31( /.5"#&( ","%'=/=G( ='=&1.( <"%/:"&/),( ",:(
<1-/*/#"&/),G(='=&1.(-1$=1G(",:(='=&1.($,:1-=&",:/,3(\b^\_^\Jc^\>_^\>d^\>c^\B]^\a]^\__^Q((
021( h)"%( 61,&-/#( 0-"#1"S/%/&'( "55-)"#2( 5-)5)=1:( /,( \>_^( =$55)-&=( /.5"#&( ","%'=/=( )*( #2",31=( /,(
*$,#&/),"%(-1F$/-1.1,&=(O/&2(-1=51#&(&)(,),A*$,#&/),"%(-1F$/-1.1,&=(S'($=/,3("(5-)S"S/%/=&/#(.):1%Q(+,/&/"%(
1W51-/.1,&"%( -1=$%&=()*( &2/=(O)-7(2"<1(:1.),=&-"&1:("( -1#"%%(.1"=$-1()*()<1-(db|(*)-("%%(,),A*$,#&/),"%(
-1F$/-1.1,&=( -15-1=1,&1:( "=( =)*&3)"%=G( ",:( 5-1#/=/),( .1"=$-1=( S1&O11,( B?Ac?|Q( [,)&21-( 3)"%A)-/1,&1:(
"55-)"#2( &)( =$55)-&( $,:1-=&",:/,3( -)%1=( ",:( #),&-/S$&/),=( )*( =&"712)%:1-=( ",:( &21/-( -1%"&/),=2/5=( *)-(
:',"./#(":"5&/<1(='=&1.=(U4[EV(2"=(S11,(5-)5)=1:(/,(\Jc^Q(02/=(O)-7($=1=(N[`E(=51#/*/#"&/),(%",3$"31(
&)(:1*/,1(:/**1-1,&(%1<1%=()*(-1F$/-1.1,&=(1,3/,11-/,3(*)-(4[E(",:(:1*/,1=(&2-11(-1%"&/),=2/5(&'51=(S1&O11,(
1%1.1,&=(/,(&21=1(%1<1%=G(,".1%'(subset refinementG(scenario refinementG(",:(adaptation refinementQ((
+,( \>d^G( &21( "$&2)-=( 5-)5)=1:( "( &-"#1"S/%/&'( &1#2,/F$1( ,".1:( p-1&-/1<"%( S'( #),=&-$#&/),q( &)( =$55)-&(
<1-/*/#"&/),(",:(<"%/:"&/),()*(;YH(*)-."%/R"&/),Q(Y)-1(=51#/*/#"%%'G(&21("55-)"#2(1=&"S%/=21=(&-"#1"S/%/&'(




/,( \_a^( /,(O2/#2( "(3-"52A&21)-1&/#(.):1%( *)-( *)-."%%'(:1*/,/,3( &21(5-)S%1.()*( "==)#/"&/,3(;YH(.):1%=(
O/&2(-1%"&1:(#):1(2"=(S11,(5-)5)=1:Q(021(O)-7( /,(\B]^(:1=#-/S1=([-#20-"#1G("( &))%( &)(=$55)-&("$&)."&/#(
1<)%$&/),()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(%/,7=(S1&O11,("-#2/&1#&$-1(.):1%=(",:(=)$-#1(#):1Q(021("55-)"#2($=1=(5)%/#/1=(&)(
"==/=&(O/&2(&21("::/&/),()*(,1O(%/,7=G(-1.)<"%()*(1W/=&/,3(%/,7=G(",:(#2",31=(/,(1W/=&/,3(%/,7=Q(
021( $=1( )*( &-"#1"S/%/&'( &)( =$55)-&( 5-):$#&( %/,1( 1,3/,11-/,3( 2"=( S11,( ":<)#"&1:( /,(
\b^\_^\ac^\ad^\Bd^\bb^\cB^\_c^Q(+,(\b^G(&21("$&2)-=(":<)#"&1(&2"&(&-"#1"S/%/&'(/=("(71'(&1#2,)%)3'(*)-(5-):$#&(
%/,1( /,*-"=&-$#&$-1Q( E/./%"-( &)( )$-( O)-7G( &21( "$&2)-=( =2"-1( &21( )5/,/),( &2"&( 3/</,3( &-"#1"S/%/&'( -1%"&/),=(
=1.",&/#(.1",/,3=(/=(/.5)-&",&(&)(/,#-1"=1(&21($=1*$%,1==()*(&-"#1"S/%/&'(",:(5-)5)=1(&-"#1"S/%/&'(=$55)-&(&)(





"=( &21( *)$,:"&/),( *)-( "$&)."&/,3( 5-):$#&( %/,1( 1,3/,11-/,3( 5-)#1==( ",:( 5-)5)=1=( :/**1-1,&( &'51=( )*(
&-"#1"S/%/&'( %/,7=( ",:( "==)#/"&1:(."55/,3( -$%1=( -15-1=1,&/,3(O"'=( )*( :1-/</,3( ",:( #-1"&/,3( 5-):$#&( %/,1(
"-&1*"#&=("&("(#1-&"/,(%1<1%()*("S=&-"#&/),(*-).()&21-(5-):$#&(%/,1("-&1*"#&=(/,(:/**1-1,&(%1<1%=()*("S=&-"#&/),Q(
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7. Conclusion and Future Work 
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